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Sensory Rich Ideas for Children Ages 3-10
A guide for your family from Sensational Kids.

“Young children need to absorb sensory knowledge through their skin, muscles and joints before they graduate to a developmental level where they can
gather information through their eyes and ears”

These are ideas created for families to use with their children. Some will

not be appropriate for your child. Please speak your O.T should you
have any queries regarding suitability or how much pressure or weight
your child should receive. Each child will be different. This is a framework to give you practical ideas in the home environment.

1This data is the intellectual property of Kate Skinner, trading as SENSATIONAL KIDS .
Reproduction of this material is for private use only.

Heavy Work Activities - Proprioception

ACTIVITIES THAT DEVELOP BODY AWARENESS, JOINT POSITION SENSE AND BODY
POSITION IN SPACE.

Just as our eyes and ears send information about what we see and hear to the
brain, parts of our muscles and joints sense the position of our body and send
these messages to the brain as well. We depend on this information to know
exactly where our body parts are to plan our movements. These activities also
have a regulating effect on the nervous system and help your child to be more
calm and alert during the day, preventing meltdowns and assisting the brain in
processing information.

Whilst in the car:
Playing and pulling with bluetac, silly putty.
Popping bubble wrap.
Fiddling with Fidgets, squeezing a stress ball.
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In the bathroom:

Use soap or moisturiser containers that you have to push down and squirt
out.
Stir bath water clockwise and then anti clockwise, eyes open then with eyes
shut (one hand goes back, one forward).
After a bath give a good firm toweling rub down, wrap child tightly in the towel,
and later massage body with moisturiser if not tactile defensive. Therapressure brushing is more suitable for an older child followed by joint compressions.
Let your child squeeze out the toothpaste onto their brush (over the basin, in
case too much comes out). You may go through a lot of tooth paste for a
month but with practice and boundaries this will come right.
Pour water from big containers in the bath.

In the Kitchen:
!

Open jars of different sizes, place highly reinforcing items inside them to help
motivate the child to open the jars.
Mash potatoes. You start and let your child finish when
youʼre almost done. Give them a sense of achievement.
Mix any baking mixture of a firm consistency.
Lift pots and pans out of the draws or cupboard for parents to use.
Pour water from 2-liter containers into smaller containers.
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Whilst doing homework:

Take frequent breaks during tasks (10 jumps to maintain attention / 10 jumps
on the mini trampoline and back, vertical vestibular movement is very alerting.)
Use proprioceptive (deep pressure) snacks to maintain focus and concentration. Anything crunchy that is within a healthy diet. Apple pieces, carrot sticks,
nuts, pretzels.
Use ʻweighted animalsʼ over shoulders or on lap.
Squash a squishy ball from time to time. Carry one in your handbag,
school bag, or in the car.
Sit on a wobble or air cushion or half filled ʻhot water bottleʼ with cold water.

Proprioceptive snacks:

Put in a lunch box to help modulate the child during the school day or a long
car journey: Rice crackers, beef jerky, dried fruit (mango is the best because it
provides the most resistance), crunchy fruits like apples, pickles, drinking yoghurt with a long straw, popcorn, carrots, liquorice strips, dried fruit roll, pretzels, raisins.
Freeze juice/water bottles in summer so your child has to squeeze and suck
the ice as it melts.
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Proprioceptive activities for the mouth:

Drink thick liquids (as in a thick shake or smoothie) through a straw. The thickness of the straw and the thickness of the liquid can be varied to change the
degree of heavy work required through the mouth.
Sip water from a water bottle through a narrow straw.
Blow party blowers.
Copy funny mouth shapes in the mirror.
Blow bubbles in dishwashing liquid in a bowl with straws. (Adult supervision
required with all liquids and small items please.)
Eat grapes, cherries or oranges with pips, find the pip with your tongue and
spit it out. (Not suitable for very young children or children prone to choking).

Outside in the garden:

Garden work such as: rake the leaves, push a little wheelbarrow, sweep the
path with a small broom, pull out weeds.
Pull a friend or a heavy item in a wagon or on thick cardboard.
Climb ladders, ramps and trees as long as there is safety first.
Piggybacks, let the child hold on himself and do all the work.
Running, roller blading, riding a bike or pushing baby in the pram (heavy work)
is good for regulation.
Pull a wagon or sled uphill walking backwards, or just walk backwards up a
hill. (Very good for toe walkers). It stretches out the tendons and gives a lot of
input into the nervous system.
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Draw a wet line. Have a child spill a small amount of water and try to walk
backwards down a low incline driveway without getting their feet wet (before
water runs onto their feet) – backwards walking.
Tyre tube for walking or bouncing on. Hold your childʼs hands and them let
them balance on their own.
Hermit crab. Place a large bag of rice or beans on the childʼs back, that hand
over on each side and let them move around with a heavy “shell” on their back
trying to balance the item.
Wheelbarrow walking. Lay a piece of string on the floor in a winding path design. Hold the childʼs legs and see how far they can go, walking on their
hands.
Hanging from monkey bars, suspending ones weight from the hands sends
sensory information about the muscles and the joints to the brain.
Pouring. Put different amounts of sand, beans or water into a cup, let the child
pour from one container to another. A sand pit is a great gift for children. And
the beach, with a few containers and spades has endless opportunities.
Let your child wear a backpack around the house or garden – go on a
treasure hunt, collecting heavy beanbags (or bags of rice or beans)
to fill the backpack.
Tug-of-war, in sitting, standing or kneeling positions.

In the living area or anywhere:

“Bulldozer” two children sit in a large cardboard box, and two others push the
load across the floor, using their shoulders, backs, hands or feet to make it
move.
Carry heavy items (e.g. baskets of blocks,small carry bags).
Push or pull boxes with toys or a few books in it (more resistance is
provided if boxes are pushed/pulled across carpeted floor).
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Fill a pillowcase with a few stuffed animals in it for weight. Child can pull it up
an incline or stairs. Great for night time routines. Use some bean bags to
weight it further if too light.
Use the cushions from the sofa for climbing, jumping and crashing into them.
Or find some old cushions on trade-me and have them in the garage just for
this to save your house!
Perform household chores with your child such as vacuum, sweep, mop, carry
the laundry basket, wipe table, wash the car together, wash windows, carry
buckets of water or little watering cans, clean windows using a spray bottle,
scrub rough surfaces with a brush.
Make your way from one room to another in the dark or with a blindfold. If your
child is frightened do not force this until they are ready.
Weighted vest, sew a red cape on the back to make it more motivating, like
superman.
Make beanbag pillows out of old sheets and T-shirts. Play catch, bury child
underneath them. Blobbles are great for balancing on the head, available from
sensory corner. (www.sensorycorner.co.nz)
Make a body sock out of lycra material. The stretch and resistance provides
proprioceptive feedback which is calming and organizing to the nervous system. It also creates an awareness of their body in space, a prerequisite for improved motor planning.
Make a pretend ʻsandwichʼ or ʻsausage sizzleʼ out of your child between couch
cushions or large bean bags. Gently add pressure as you pretend to put on
pickles, cheese etc. Always stop if they feel claustrophobic and do not cover
the face.
Have the child close their eyes and ʻfeelʼ where their legs, hands, arms etc.
are positioned. Ask if they are up or down. Which one is left, which is right.
Massage childʼs hands before he/she tries a difficult fine motor task.
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Have gentle pillow fights. Let your kids win. It increases their confidence.

Give the child extra proprioceptive input when he is learning a new skill e.g
wearing a lightweight wrist-band/cuff when trying to throw a ball through a
hoop, may give a little extra feedback about the position of his arm.
Hold your childʼs hips or shoulders and provide gentle pressure when he is
learning a new motor skill – This provides gentle resistance to his movements
so they can ʻfeelʼ it more easily.
Ask the child to get into positions without looking e.g cross his legs and or
arms, roll into a ball, touch a body part, make a shape or letter in the air with
their arms (blind folded).
Pillow crashing. Place a variety of pillows and downy comforters in a pile. Let
your children run across the room and dive in (or
run across the pile). Remember safety first.
Drawing to music. Put on some favorite music.
Give the child a large sheet of paper and a box of
crayons. Encourage him/her to draw circles and
squiggles, as the music suggests, while they lie
on their stomach on the floor. (Place paper appropriately).
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Vestibular:

The parts of the vestibular sense which ʻtake inʼ information to be sent to our
brain are located in the inner ear. One part is a set of fluid filled canals which
respond to movement and change of directions. The other part is a sac-like
structure which responds to change of the head position and gravitational pull.
The information about head movement and head position that comes in
through these structures is sent to many different parts of the brain. This information allows us to: Co-ordinate our eye movements with our head movements; helps us to develop and maintain normal muscle tone; it allows us to
hold our body position and keep our heads up and it allows us to balance and
co-ordinate \both sides of our body.

Outside in the garden:

Park activities, swings, slides, merry-go-round, jumping, climbing.
Airplanes. Parent lies on back and places feet on childʼs hip/tummy area. Child
is lifted up by the parentʼs feet and is suspended above. Crash landings are
good for gravitational insecurity, or falling gently onto parent.
Encourage active, child-propelled movements rather than passive movements
(e.g never spin, twirl or swing a child excessively). Too much swinging or spinning can have negative effects e.g over activity, lethargy, nausea etc. some
children cannot pace themselves very well and sometimes have reactions af-
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ter the activity. Discuss these activities with your therapist and plan appropriately for your child.
Moon hopper ball. Play first on grass, then carpets/rugs.
Rolling down a grassy hill or sliding in boxes.
Piggy backs.
Rolling! Wrap the child in a towel or blanket (or bubble wrap for a new experience) so that the childʼ head and arms are free at the one end and feet are
free at the other. Always make sure breathing is never restricted.
Swinging in a blanket. Two adults hold opposite corners of a blanket and the
child gets a good dose of vestibular input.
Balancing on a wobble board. Center wooden board or a sheet of plywood
over a brick. Let the child walk back and forth, jump up and down and balance
at the fulcrum.
Jumping on a trampoline (please ensure safety mats or nets are in place).
Jumping to rhythms. Recite nursery rhymes, clap your hands or beat a drum in
a steady rhythmic pattern. Ask the child to jump or hop to the rhythm.
Riding bikes, trikes, scooters, inline skates or skateboards (note to use protective gear such as knee pads, elbow pads etc).
Walking on unstable surfaces, rocks, suspended bridges, sandpit and pebbles.

In the living area or anywhere:

Jumping from the bed into parents arms, or crash pad. ( A large piece of material filled with foam chips).
Moving through an obstacle course. Use step ladders, chairs, old blankets,
rope, sofa cushions etc. Use your imagination! Create imaginary themes, ʻthe
jungleʼ, ʻthe circusʼ etc.
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TOUCH / TACTILE
2 hourly Thera-pressure brushing (As directed by a suitably qualified therapist.)

In the Kitchen:

Use cornflower and a little water to make a ʻgoopyʼ mix for your child. Put in
items such as coins that he/she has to collect.
Draw in rice or flour with index finger of writing hand; shapes, letters, numbers,
pictures.
Make a collage using lentils, corn, pasta, seeds, rice and cold glue .
Baking: Making biscuits or bread that requires some kneading or rolling.
If your child avoids textures, never force this, consult your therapist!

In the bathroom:

Use different textures during bath time, toweling , sponge, loofah, lotions,
powder. Make sure your child is not allergic to any of the ingredients.

In the garden:

Make a collage using items from the garden, feel them, talk about them, are
they rough or smooth. Does you child like the feeling or is it unpleasant.
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Make a large sandpit. Sand is heavy work and tactile. Write in it, make sandcastles, draw lazy eights for a race track ( ∞ ), bury items for child to dig up
and play match with same shaped items/ wooden letters/numbers.
Fill a very large plastic box with seeds and grains, rice, corn, beans etc ( only
if your child does not mouth these kinds of objects).
Add some small toys in the mix and see if your child
can find them all.
Upgrade by challenging your child, ask what the item is before the child looks
at it. Ie: using the tactile sense to interpret information. Feeling not looking.

At the Beach:

Bury your child in sand, never cover the head or restrict breathing. Just start
with a foot. Never force your child to do this, make it a game. Let your child
bury you first.
Make a picture using sand , shells and items at the beach. Take a photo and
leave your design in the sand for others to look at.
For the tactile defensive child, sunscreen is highly intolerable Use “proprioceptive input” first to increase your childʼs threshold. Get them to jump up and
down 10 times. Wrap them up tight in the beach towel and give a long tight
hug before application or use UV protective long sleeve clothing and a hat as
an alternative.
If using sunscreen, it is best to do this at home before touching any sand. Let
them watch you in a mirror. They need to anticipate where you will put the
sunscreen, or let them have a try, looking at themselves in the mirror. Give
verbal cues: Lets start with the ears, forehead , nose.... they will get better at
this with practice, so give them time.
Put a spot on sunscreen on their index finger, guide their finger on their nose,
slowly and firmly, hold the finger tip on either side, firmly but not too hard. Let
them anticipate your movements. Tell your child before approaching them, this
one is going on the tips of your ears, and this one is going on your cheeks.
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Let them put the sunscreen on their arms and legs. Put your hand over theirs,
use smooth, firm , consistent strokes. Let the sunscreen warm up a little before spreading or if using a spray, spray onto the childʼs hand and let them
spread it on their body with you guiding them with hand over hand if needed.
Please ask your therapist to demonstrate this to you, if you require at your
next session. Do bring some sunscreen along. Itʼs all about some very small
changes and techniques that make big differences.

In the home or anywhere.

Crawl through tights spaces, line with different materials. Make stepping
stones made from different cloth, roll on them, jump on them.
Make a secret hideaway. Supply different textures to make a fort or tent.
Sheepskin, woolen blanket, cotton sheet, sleeping bags etc.
Play with clay and play-doh or moon sand. Add coins or dry legumes into the
play doh and ask your child to find them and post them.
Feely Boxes. Create a box or bag with shapes hidden among polystyrene or
seeds. Add items to find among the seeds/polystyrene such as: plastic toys,
shapes, marbles etc. Have 2 of each item for the younger child, show them
one item and ask your child to find the one that matches the one that is hidden
in the bag among the distracting grains or polystyrene.
Start with 3 items and add up to 10 as your child becomes more proficient. For
older children do not use visual clues. Have them guess using touch only.
Walk barefoot on bubble wrap.
Create a sensory garden path full of safe plants to touch and smell. (Lavender,
Mint, Thyme, Rosemary, Scleranthus (Cushion Plants). Interesting walkways
and textures: pebbles, bark, sand.
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